
M'AMA.ART

The Art of living with Art.
Every day.



“Make your life a work of art”, Life is a series of unique 
moments, flowers which bloom only once. And the reality that 
surrounds us is the true mirror of our thoughts, our aspirations. 
Desires which captivate us, impassion us, day after day, like an 
idea which takes form, the canvas of an artist. But our everyday 
lives can be filled with even greater passion and emotion If 
everything we touch, everything we see, is original, unrepeatable. 
 In this way reality is coloured by beauty and art exalts and 
transforms what we have in front of our eyes. 
This is the intention of M’AMA.ART, a brand which designs and 
reinvents the objects we love thanks to the collaboration, to the 
sensibility and the talent of both emerging and international 
artists. Thus the exclusive M’AMA.ART collections are created: 
jewelry, perfumes, furnishings and clothes transformed into 
everyday works of art, design objects that are both the same and 
different, original and unique. Flowers that only bloom once. 
Nothing is more ordinary than an existence bereft of beautiful 
things. And beauty, in essence, is born from a thought, an 
intuition, a gesture. That can be yours. 

M'AMA.ART store



Fragrances



Fragrances
“Remember to bloom”

M'AMA.ART Parfum



Light, imperceptible vapours, the magic of myrrh, the fragrance of pink pepper, the 
sweetness of jasmine. A world of suggestions enclosed in a splendid crystal fruit to 
caress, a wonderful glass bottle designed to surprise and enchant, with the refined 
transparency and an exclusive concept signed by the artist Chicco Margaroli. It is not 
simply a perfume, but rather a work of art to treasure. 



Fashion



Fashion
Kolosseum Shoe

M’AMA.ART pays homage to the city of Rome with the production of the 

“Kolosseum” shoe - a line inspired by the architecture of the Amphitheatre of Flavio, 

the fine craftsmanship of which adds value to an object which is unique in its kind.



Fashion
 M'AMA.ART Fabric

M’AMA.ART offers precious fabrics by artists. 

Createdon fine Italian silk. 

Colours, elegance, quality. 

These are the key words that 

describe the fabrics produced 

by M’AMA.ART



Jewellery
Jasmine Pignatelli

The rings from the “seed” line are the fruit of the collaboration with the artist 

Jasmine Pignatelli. They were created as prototypes of large dimension sculptures 

and hold within them the plastic rigour of sculpture and the aesthetic, 

emotional and seductive value of contemporary jewellery.



Gourmet



Gourmet
Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Once again the artists of M’AMA.ART put their creativity at the disposal of Italian food 
excellences, giving life to an exclusive line of Extra Virgin Olive Oil. The commitment of 
M’AMA.ART to link art and everyday life continues: a mass consumption product becomes a 
work of art to treasure, exhibit and collect. 



Olive Gold

The combination of history, 
passion and excellent quality. 
An oil with a fruity aroma and a 
sweet and balanced flavour.
This is the new production of 
M’AMA.ART extra virgin olive oil 
designed by Titti Garelli. 



Gourmet
Wine

M’AMA.ART promotes Italian excellence through a series of exclusive productions. 
The M’AMA.ART wines are made through the desire to create something unique 
by combining the best wine producers with the works of important Italian artists.



Labels signed by Mimmo Paladino    
                                                       



Gourmet
Bubbles

Following the huge 
success of the wine 
production, the 
M’AMA.ART Bubbles were 
created through the 
collaboration with the 
artist Titti Garelli.



The Gothic Queens of Titti Garelli are the stars of the 
Gourmet M'AMA.ART line dedicated to chocolate. 

Chocolate



Home



Design
Porcelain 

Valeria Corvino

Sensuality and elegance form the keywords to describe this line of porcelain..



Design
Porcelain

Lithian Ricci

Lithian Ricci has designed the M’AMA.ART line of porcelain, a precious set of 
underplates inspired by the Turkish culture and in particular 
the eye, Göz, the symbol of fortune and good luck.



Design
Porcelain

Giulio Rigoni

The elegance of Limonge porcelain meets the sophistication of the designs of 
Giulio Rigoni. The artist shows all his mastery: the precision and the finesse of the 
pen strokes creating images that call to mind splendid medieval manuscripts, 
inspiring awe and marvel



Design
Porcelain

Giulio Rigoni

In order to create the line of underplates for M’AMA.ART, 
the artist has taken inspiration from the iconography of mediaeval Bestiaries 
recreating the figures of animals described in these precious texts and giving 
them a contemporary interpretation.



Design 

Bizhan Bassiri, Angelo Bucarelli, Pietro Fortuna, Maimouna Guerresi, Marianna Masciolini, 
Giulio Rigoni, Pietro Ruffo design the first line of Christmas decoration 
created by M'AMA.ART



Design
Wallpaper

Giulio Rigoni

Giulio Rigoni has created the first line of wallpaper for M’AMA.ART 
transforming some of his works into unique and precious furnishings.



Design
Materials

Giulio Rigoni

The dreamy atmosphere, the landscapes suspended between real and unreal, 
the bright colours. Every element transports us inside the world that 
the artist Giulio Rigoni creates in his artworks



Design
Chairs

Marianna Masciolini

From the collaboration between M’AMA.ART and the artist Marianna Masciolini 
comes a line of minimalist furniture in which the artist transforms her 
reflections of the macro and microcosms. A line of design inspired by the use 
of sewing pins – a characteristic of her work. The design goes beyond the 
forms and becomes part of the conceptual environment.



Design
“The five senses”
Angelo Bucarelli

Touch, sight, hearing, small, taste. The five senses are the protagonists of the handles 
designed by Angelo Bucarelli for M’AMA.ART. Adaptable to any kind of drawers 
they transforma piece of furniture into a work of art.



Design
NAR LAMP

Sabina Shikhlinskaya

The NAAR lamp was created by the genius of Sabina Shikhlinskaya. 
The artist uses polyester, neon and Murano glass to give life to a unique object 
inspired by the pomegranate, a distinctive element in her works, the fruit which is
the symbol of existence. A precious fruit, considered as the symbol of dialogue between 
the populations present in the Koran, the Bible and the ancient Jewish scriptures.



M'AMA.ART furnishes the most exclusive houses. 
Art and design come together 

in the creation of unique interior design projects.































Montani Luxury house
Roma
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